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The Markoff equation -/ib: X2 + Y2 + Z* = aXYZ has been extensively studied. 
Markoff showed that .nC,(Z) is generated from (1, 1, 1) by automorphisms, and 
Zagier gave a precise asymptotic formula for the number of points in J&(Z) with 
height less than H. In this paper we prove similar results for Au(R), where R is an 
order in a quadratic imaginary geld K. In particular, we show that if K # Q(i), and 
if Ial > 3, then the only solutions come from Markoff’s solution. (If Jai > 3, there 
are no solutions.) And for R=Z[i] we give an asymptotic formula similar to 
Zagier’s result. 0 1990 Academic Press, Inc. 
INTRODUCTION 
The integral solutions (x, y, z) E Z3 to the Markoff equation 
x2+ Y2+Z2=3XYZ (1) 
have been extensively studied due to their connection with the theory of 
Diophantine approximation. (See, for example, Cl].) As was shown by 
Markoff [4], all non-zero solutions are generated from the initial solution 
(1, 1, 1) by sign changes, permutation of the coordinates, and the transfor- 
mation 
lx, y, z) ++ (x, y, 3XY - z). 
The equation (1) defines an aftine hypersurface in A3. Since the 
arithmetic theory of surfaces is still largely undeveloped (at least in com- 
parison to the theory of curves), the Markoff equation is of interest as an 
example of a surface for which the integral points can be completely 
described in a non-trivial manner. It is natural to ask whether the solutions 
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to (1) for other finitely generated rings admit a similar characterization. We 
will give such a description for solutions in orders of quadratic imaginary 
fields. 
The feature of the Markoff equation which permits one to describe the 
solutions over Z is the existence of a large group of geometric 
automorphisms. We will look at the more general Markoff-type equation 
Aa: x2 + Y’+ z2 = UXYZ. (2) 
For any ring R containing a, we let 
J&(R) = ((x, y, z) E R3: x3 + y* + z* = axyz, x, y, z not all zero} 
(Geometrically it makes sense to exclude the point (0, 0, 0), since this is a 
singular point on the surface (2).) 
The surface JO admits many automorphisms, such as permutations of 
the coordinates, change of sign of two coordinates, and the transformation 
(XT Y, z) I-+ (x, y, ax?/ - z). 
All of these automorphisms are defined over the ring Z[a]. Let us denote 
by G, the subgroup of Aut(&&) generalized by these automorphisms; and 
for a subset S c J&,(C), we let 
G,(S) = {a(P): a E G,, PE S>. 
Thus G,(S) is the set of points that are generated from S using geometric 
automorphisms of J’&. Notice that Markoff’s result can be stated as 
~3@)=G,{(L 1, 1)). 
More generally, Markoff shows that for a E Z, a # 0, 
if a= +l; 
if a= 5-3; 
if a# + 1, )3. 
Our main theorem gives a similar result for orders in quadratic 
imaginary fields. We will give a complete description provided that Ial >, 3. 
As Ja( decreases, the number of special cases that must be treated becomes 
large. We will comment briefly on what happens for smaller values of a, 
but will not make an exhaustive analysis. 
It turns out that even for (al = 3 there are quite a few cases to consider. 
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However, we can simplify matters by noting that if UE R*, then there is a 
one-to-one correspondence between J$(R) and J&,(R) given by 
J&:,(R) c* J%(R) 
(4 Y, z) ++ (ux, UY, uz). 
(3) 
So it suffices to describe J&(R) for one a in each principal ideal of R. This 
shows that the following theorem really does describe MO(R) for all a 
satisfying (a( > 3. 
THEOREM 0.1. Let Kc C be a quadratic imaginary field, let R c K be an 
order in K. 
(a) 
d3(R) =G,((l, 1, 1)) ” ;itoy ty it): ‘, itE R) if K=Q(i); 
otherwise. 
(b) Let a E R satisfy la( 2 3 and aR # 3R. Then 
J&(R) = 
G,((O, t, it): t, it E R}, if K= Q(i); 
09 otherwise. 
The proof of Theorem 0.1 will actually be done in two pieces. We will 
start by treating the case that Ial > 4, which is much easier. (See Section 3.) 
Then we will do the more detailed, case-by-case analysis necessary to deal 
with 3 6 [a( < 4. (See Section 4.) 
When J&(R) is infinite, it is natural to try to count the number of points 
with size less than EZ. For Markoff’s original equation (1 ), Zagier has given 
the following precise estimate. 
THEOREM 0.2 (Zagier [S]). 
# { (4 y, z) E d&,(Z): 1x1, 1 yl, JZI d H) = C(log H)* + O(log H(log log H)*) 
as H + co. (Cagier also gives a rapidly converging series for the constant C.) 
We will prove a similar result for the points in A$(Z[i]). Since A$ 
contains shine lines defined over Z[i], the number of such points will be 
exponentially greater than in Theorem 0.2. We will also give an order-of- 
magnitude estimate of the form %>g (log H)’ for points in A$(Z[i]) with 
relatively prime coordinates. It would be an interesting problem to 
generalize Zagier’s result to this situation. To simplify the computations we 
will only consider a’s satisfying (a( 2 4; but in principle there is nothing to 
prevent one from dealing with smaller values of a. 
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THEOREM 0.3. Let a E Z[i] with [a( >4. 
(a) Let C c AU be a proper, Zariski closed subset of the affine surface 
&,. (I.e., C is a finite union of curves lying on the surface.) Then there exist 
integers A, D 2 1 such that 
# ((x, y, Z)E -qAZ[il)\C: 1x1, Iv], 14 G fq 
= A + (1 a( H)2’” + O,(H 2m + I i + f f  3013 1. 
(b) # {(x, .v, z) E ~4AZC~l): b-1, I.4 (=I f H, gcd(x, Y, z) = 1: 
$< (log H)’ as H+ co. 
Finally, if the ring R has infinitely many units, then we show that d*(R) 
is often larger than G,(S) for any finite set of points S. 
THEOREM 0.4. Let K/Q be a number f?eld, let R c K be a finitely 
generated Z-subalgebra of K, and let a E R, a # 0. Assume that R has the 
following two properties: 
(i) R* is infinite. 
(ii) There exist units u, v E R* satisfying u2 + v’ + 1 z 0 (mod aR). (4) 
Then for every finite set S c J&(R), 
-&x(R) SC G,(S). 
Remark. For the particular case a = 3, which is historically of greatest 
interest, it is clear that (4) is always true. (Just take u = v = 1.) So combin- 
ing Theorems 0.1 and 0.4, we see that J&(R) has the form G,(finite set) 
if and only if R = Z or R is an order in a quadratic imaginary field other 
than Q(i). 
Question. (1) Assuming that (if and (ii) in Theorem 0.4 hold, is it true 
that 
for all proper algebraic subsets VC %,z$? 
(2) For de R, let 
J&JR)= ((x, y,z)~~&(R):dRcxR+ yR+zR}. 
(Le., Jt&R) is the set of points in A@(R) whose coordinates have gcd 
dividing d.) Does there exist a proper algebraic subset VC -Ho such that 
.&AR) G G,(QC))? 
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PART I: GENERATORS FOR J&(R) 
In this first part we describe how the integral solutions to the Markoff 
equation are (or are not) formed by applying geometric automorphisms to 
an easily described generating set. 
1. AUTOMORPHISMS OF .d'& 
The Markoff surface 
d&&Y*+ Y2+Z2=aXYZ 
admits a large group of automorphisms. We will now describe and assign 
names to some of these automorphisms. 
Sign Changes. Changing the sign of two of the coordinates will produce 
a new point on &. We define 
(712: (4 Y,  z)- l-x, --Y, z), 
c13: (A y, z)++ t-x, y, -z), 
023: 6% y, z)++ (x, -.YY, -z)* 
Together with the identity, these sign changes give a group 
of automorphisms isomorphic to (Z/22)*. 
Permutations. Due to the symmetry of the Markoff equation, elements 
of the symmetric group Y3 act on points (x, y, z) E J& via permutation of 
the coordinates. We will often write 
nij and nijk 
for the cycles (ij) and ($z) in Y;. 
Deck Transformations. Projection onto various pairs of coordinates 
exhibits J& as a (ramified) double cover of the affine plane. This leads to 
the three involutions 
$1: (x3 Y, z) + (vz-xx, y, z), 
42: (x9 Y,  z) --f (x, axz - y, z), 
43 : (x9 Y,  z) + (x3 Y,  a-v-z). 
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We let @ be the subgroup of Aut(&J generated by 4i, &, &. (It is not 
hard to verify that @ is actually the free product of three copies of Z/22.) 
DEFINITION. G, is the subgroup of Aut(Jae,) (equal to all of Aut(J&,)?) 
generated by the elements in C, ,4p3, and { 4 i, &, #3 ). 
The next lemma describes the relationships between the generators of G,. 
LEMMA 1.1. (a) The subgroup of G, generated by sign changes and 
permutations is isomorphic to the twisted product 
where Y; acts on C by permuting its three non-trivial elements. In particular, 
Y; is contained in the normalizer of .?I. 
(b) Sign changes commute with deck transformations: 
(c) Y; is contained in the normalizer of @. In particular, we have the 
relations 
~3=7tj21~17t123=71*3Q127132. 
Proof. Calculation. 
2. INEQUALITIES FOR d&(C) 
In this section we will prove some basic inequalities which describe how 
the automorphisms of &a affect the size of points in J&(C). 
LEMMA 2.1. Let a, x, y~c* satisfy 
and let D be given by 
D* = a2x2y2 -4(x* + y’). 
(Le., D is either one of the indicated square roots.) Then 
(5) 
min{laxy-Dl, laxy+D()< l a+; . 
!( )I 
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4 1 1 
t=7 -+2 ; 
a ( ) x2 Y 
so by assumption, (tJ < 1. This means we can define a unique branch of 
fi by requiring that Re J1-t > 0. Since 
D= _+axyfi, 
the following calculation completes the proof of Lemma 2.1. 
min(laxy-DJ, laxy+DI}<[axy-axyfil 
s bYI (1 - Jrn) 
< bY4, since 0 < ItJ < 1, 
4y x =- I( )I -+- . ax Y 
Recall that the Markoff equation A0 has the automorphism 
(4 y, z) i--b (4 y, a-v 7 z). 
The next lemma gives conditions under which the new point is smaller than 
the original point. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let UEC*, and let (x, y, z)~di$(C) satisfy 
0 < 1x1 Q I yl 6 Id. 
Assume that 
(6) 
(7) 
Then 
luxy - ZI < IZI. (8) 
Proof: Since (x, y, z) satisfies the Markov equation JZ~, we can solve 
for z. This yields 
z=$(axy+D), with D satisfying D2 = a2x2y2 -4(x2 + y2). (9) 
Suppose first that x2 + y* = 0. Then z = 0 or z = axy. But (6) shows z # 0, 
so z = uxy; and (8) is clear. 
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Assume now that x2 + yz # 0. This and (7) imply condition (5), so we 
may apply Lemma 2.1 to find 
min{Iaxy-D(, laxy+DI) < % ‘;-l-F 
I( )I 
(10) 
(Note the strict inequality.) On the other hand, using (7) (6), and (9), we 
estimate 
I( )I f :+; 62(yl f2\z( = laxy+Dl. (11) 
Combining (10) and (11) we see that the minimum in (10) must by 
laxv - DI, so 
(uxy-D( < luxy+DI. 
Using this and (9) gives the desired result: 
(ux~v-z~=luxy-~(uxy+D)I=~luxy-DI<$zxy+DI=(z~. 
Lemma 2 shows how to get from a given point on J$ to a smaller point. 
The next result will be used to estimate how quickly the points grow as we 
use automorphisms to generate new points. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let a E C*, and let (x, y, z) E J&(C) satisfy 
Q Q Ix1 d I yl Q I=). 
I4 
(12) 
Then 
(a) lw - 4 < IYI < 14. 
(b) Either 1x1 -c ) yl or luxy -zI < 4/lul. 
(c) (zl < luxz - y( and IzI < luyz - xl. 
(d) ;laxl . lay1 < la4 Q 2laxl . luyl. 
Proof: (a) Suppose that luxy-zl > Jyl. Then we can apply 
Lemma 2.2 to both of the points (x, y, z) and (x, y, axy-z). (Note that 
condition (7) is automatically true since 1~x1 34 and (xl < Iyl.) The 
conclusion from Lemma 2.2 is that 
luxy - z( < (21 and luxy- (uxy - z)I < luxy - ,“I. 
These strict inequalities are contradictory. This proves that luxy - zI < 1.~1. 
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Next we use the fact that (x, y, z) satisfies the Markoff equation to 
estimate 
4lyzl < Iaxyzl< 1x1*+ ly12+ lz12~‘21y12+ lz12. 
Since (yl < (zl, it follows that lyl < Iz(. (In fact, (yl G (1- l/-G) 121.) 
(b) If (axy-zl 2 1x1, then we are done using (a). So suppose 
Jaxy - zI < 1x1. Then either (axy - zI < 4/lal, or else we can apply (a) to the 
point (uxy-z, x, y) to conclude that 1x1 < IyI. 
(c) These are trivial. For example, 
laxz - yl > laxzl - I yl a (lax1 - 1) IZI > 3121 > IZI. 
The other inequality is proven similarly. 
(d) Using (a) we find 
Izl > lav - 4 2 bvl - 14, so JZI 2 $2xyl. 
Using the other estimate from (a) gives 
IA ’ law - 4 2 I4 - lmYl9 so I4 d luxyl + lyl < 2laxyl. 
(In fact, we get (zl < (5/4) juxyl.) 
3. GENERATORS FOR d&(R), Ial > 4 
In this section we will prove Theorem 0.1 in the case that (a( 2 4. To do 
this, we need a way of measuring the size of points in Jll,(C). A natural 
way of doing this is to define 
ll~ll = Ilk Y, z)ll = I.4 + IA + I4 for P = (x, y, z) E C3. 
The following “descent” lemma then provides the tool we need. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let a EC satisfy Ial 3 4, and let P = (x, y, z) E J&(C) be a 
point satisfying 
I4 IYL IT 2 1. 
Then there exists an automorphism a E G, such that 
IbPlI < IIf? 
(Note the strict inequality.) 
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Proof Let P= (x, y, z) be as in the statement of the lemma. First 
applying a permutation to the coordinates of P, we may assume that 
This and the assumption \aJ 2 4 means that we can apply Lemma 2.2, 
which says that (axy - zj < 1~1. Now taking 01= & gives the desired result, 
llQt3PII = Ilb, y, a-v-z)ll = 1x1-t lyI+ MY--I <l-4 + I.4 + I;1 = IIPII. 
Proof of Theorem 0.1 for Ial > 4. Recall that K is a quadratic imaginary 
field, R an order of K, and by assumption a E R satisfies Ial b 4. Note that 
every non-zero x E R has magnitude 1x1 2 1; and, more importantly, the set 
(1x1: XE R} 
is a discrete subset of R. (This is true since Jxj2 is actually an integer.) It 
is this property of quadratic imaginary orders that will force the descent to 
terminate. 
Let P = (x, y, z) E Aa(R) be a point with xyz # 0. Then we can apply 
Lemma 3.1 to find some aP with l\aPll < \lPII. Repeating this process, we 
eventually arrive at a point with xyz = 0. Therefore 
A&(R)=G,{(x, y,z)~&JR):xyz=O}. 
Now the only points in J&(C) with xyz = 0 have the form 
(0, 4 it), (4 0, it), (t, it, 0). 
Hence A=(R) will be empty unless there is a t E C* such that both t and 
it are in R. This proves that J&(R) = Qr if K # Q(i). 
Further, since G, contains the automorphisms which permute the coor- 
dinates of a point, we see that if K= Q(i), then J&(R) is generated by G, 
applied to points (0, t, it) with t, it E R. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 0.1 in the case that Ial > 4. 
4. .4&(R) FOR SMALL VALUES OF a 
In this section we will complete the proof of Theorem 0.1 by describing 
generators for J&(R) when 3 < (aI < 4. We begin with a version of the 
descent Lemma 3.1 which is valid for these smaller values of (al. Note 
however that Lemma 3.1 is valid for all a E C (with Ja( 2 4), while now we 
will need to use the fact that a lies in a quadratic imaginary field. 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let R be an order in a quadratic imaginary field, let a E R 
satisfy (al > 3, and let P = (x, y, z) E J&(R). Then one of the following three 
conditions is true: 
(i) xyz=O. 
(ii) There is a unit u E R* such that after permuting and changing the 
signs of the coordinates of P, 
a= +3u-* and - P= (u, u, ku). 
(iii) There is an automorphism u E G, such that 
Ilm < IlPll. 
ProoJ: We assume that xyz # 0, and show that either (ii) or (iii) holds. 
Permuting the coordinates of P, we may assume that 
1 < 1x1 < I yl 6 IZI. (13) 
(The lower bound is true for all non-zero elements of R.) We want to apply 
Lemma 2.2. Since [al > 3 and 1x12 1, we have lax/21 2 3/2. So Lemma 2.2 
provides the implication 
Hence (iii) is true and Lemma 4.1 is proven if the leftmost inequality of 
(14) is valid; so we are left to prove Lemma 4.1 under the assumption 
ax 
z 
Using (13) and (15) gives 
ax 
I I 
-< 
2 
so 
2 
< l+$. I I Y (15) 
(16) 
I4 < 4, 
4 4 
I.4 <,s, (since Ial 2 3). 
One easily checks that the only quadratic imaginary integers with absolute 
value less than 4/3 are units, so 
xE (kl, +i, +P, +p2)- 
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(Here p = eZnij3.) Next, using (15) and 1x(= 1 gives 
This implies that 1 y( < fi. (Note the strict inequality.) Again, since y is an 
integer in a quadratic imaginary field, we find that y must be a unit. 
We are reduced to checking points P = (x, y, z) with 
x, YE { +1, +i, +_p, +p2). 
(Of course, x and y together must not generate more than a quadratic 
field.) Changing signs and permuting x and y, we are reduced to the 
following 8 possibilities for the pair (x, y): 
(1, l), (6 i), (PY PI, (P2. P')? 
(1, i), (13 PI? (13 P'), (P, PII. 
We begin by eliminating the bottom row. First, 
(.u, y)=(1,i)~x’+.y2=O-j_7=ai (since z#O). 
Then (1. i, ai) = q&( 1, i, 0), so we are done. Next, 
(x,y)=(l,p)~apz=l+p2+?=-p++? 
*z(z-ap)=p 
ST- IZI = 1 
~3dlal=Japzl=I-p+_,21~Ipl+iz12=2. 
This contradiction shows that (1, p) is not possible; and a similar computa- 
tion rules out (1, p’) and (p, p’). 
We are left to deal with the case 
x=y=u~R*. 
Then 
2u2 + z2 = au2z, (17) 
from which we deduce 
(2) . )a22 - 21 = (22421 = 2. 
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Hence 
1 < Iz( < 2. 
On the other hand, from (17) we have 
22 2 
3<bl= ;+-p yp. I I 
(18) 
(19) 
But it is easy to check that 
l<t<Z+;+i<l 
(Note the strict inequalities.) Applying this with t = jz[ and using (18) and 
(19), we conclude that all of (19) and one side of (18) are equalities: 
Ial = 3 and IzI = 1 or 2. 
Since we now know that (19) is an equality, we can multiply through by 
JzI and rewrite it as 
(2 + (u-‘z)7 = 2 + lz4-‘z12. 
This implies that 
(u-‘z)‘ER and (u-1z)2> 0. 
Since (u-~z)~= 1 or 4, we find that 
z= +u or z= +2u; 
and substituting these values for z into (17) shows that 
a= +_3u-‘. 
So finally we are reduced to studying the points 
P= (u, 24, +u) and P= (u, u, +2u) in A’,,,-I(R). 
The first possibility for P is exactly case (iii); and we can deal with the 
second possibility by noting that 
Il43(& 4 f2u)ll = II(% u, +u)ll = 3 <4= Il(& % +2u)ll. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 4.1. 
It is now a simple matter to apply Lemma 4.1 to complete the proof of 
Theorem 0.1. 
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Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let P E J&(R). Applying Lemma 4.1 (iii) 
repeatedly, we eventually find an automorphism aE G, such that 
aP = (x, y, z) satisfies either condition (i) or (ii) of Lemma 4.1. In other 
words, either xyz = 0, or a = ) 3~’ and aP = (u, u, + u). In the first 
instance we can apply a permutation of the coordinates to get x = 0; and 
then 
P~Gu(t0, .v,z)-%(R)}. 
But any point with x = 0 satisfies yz + z2 = 0, so P has the form p(O, t, it) 
for some /I E G, and some t, it E R. This proves part (b) of Theorem 0.1, 
since for (b) we have assumed that aR # 3R. 
Finally, suppose that a = 3. Then just as above we find an aE G, such 
that aP = (x, y, z) with either xyz = 0 or x = y = z = 1. Hence P is obtained 
by applying an element of G, to the set 
This completes the proof of (a). 
The reader will have noticed that all of our theorems deal with J& with 
[a( not too small. The reason we have done this is that the situation 
becomes considerably more complicated as \a( decreases. In brief, one can- 
not apply Lemma 2.2 until the value of 1~x1 is sufficiently large. Thus for 
small values of a there may be many exceptional values of x which must 
be considered. We offer a few examples to exhibit this phenomenon. 
JWC~I) 
J&(ZCil) 
dH,(Z + 2Z[i]) 
contains ((1, t, t+i): EZ[i]}. 
contains ((2, t, t + 2i): t E Z[i]}. 
contains { (2, t, t + 2i): t E z + 2Z[i]}. 
J&(Z[‘+~]) contains (I, 1, I+?). 
5. M,(R) FOR RINGS WITH # R*=co 
In this section we will show that if R* is infinite, then .4&(R) tends to be 
quite large. Geometrically, our idea is as follows. If we remove the six lines 
{XYZ = 0} from .J,,, then the resulting variety is isomorphic to a torus 
G, x G, with one line removed. If R* is infinite, then this torus will have 
many integral points; and mapping those integral points to J&$ shows that 
J&(R) is “large.” 
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The problem becomes that of showing that these “torus points” are not 
“geometric.” (I.e., they are not generated by applying automorphisms of A0 
to some finite set of points.) Since G,(P,) is also an infinite set of integral 
points, this is not completely trivial; and we will have recourse to a deep 
theorem (sums of four S-units) to complete the proof. 
We begin by defining the ideal of a point P E J&(R) to be the ideal 
generated by its coordinates: 
I(P) = xR + yR + zR. 
LEMMA 5.1. Let P E .A?J R) and a E G,. Then 
Z(crP) = I(P). (20) 
Proof By inspection (20) is true for sign changes and permutations; 
and it is also clearly true for the three deck transformations q5,, &, &. For 
example, 
xR+ yR+zR=xR+ yR+(axy-z)R. 
Since these elements generate G,, we are done. 
Now let Y be the torus 
r=G,,,xG,: UVW=l. 
Then there is a morphism from Y to A0 defined over Z[a, a-‘] given by 
F,: s+d& 
(4 u, w) - ( uw(u2+u2+1) vw(u2+u~+l) w(u2+uZ+1) 9 3 a a a ). 
(Notice that F, is birational. The inverse to F, is 
defined on the set {xyz#O}.) 
THEOREM 5.2. Let KfQ be a number field, R c K a finitely generated 
Z-algebra, aE R, and SC J&(R) a finite subset. Then (with notation as 
above), 
f’a(y(W) n G,(S) (21) 
is not Zariski dense in A%‘~. (Zf J-- 1 4 K, it is finite.) 
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Proof. Writing G,(S) as a finite union of sets G,(point), it suffices to 
consider the case that S = (P,) consists of a single point. Now let a E G,, 
and suppose that aP, E F,(Y(R)). This means that 
UP0 = FJz.4, II, W) for some (u, 0, w)EY(R). 
Taking the ideal generated by the coordinates of this point and using 
Lemma 5.1 and the definition of the map F,, we find 
Z( P,) = I(aPJ = W(~2+u~2+l)(UR+uR+R)=U*+~*+1R, 
(Note that U, O, w  E R*.) In particular, if Z(P,) is not principal, then the set 
(21) is empty; so we assume that 
Z(P,) = t,R 
is principal. But then 
u2+u2+ 1 
toR=Z(P,)=Z(aPO)= a R, 
so we can find a unit E E R* such that 
at,&=u*+d+ 1. 
In other words, if aP, is in F,(Y(R)), then there are units U, u, E E R* 
such that (-u’, -u’, E) satisfies the unit equation 
x, + x, + at&, = 1, X,,X2,X3~R*. (22) 
Further, the triple (-u*, -Y*, E) determines aP, up to changing the sign of 
its coordinates. Now it is known (Evertse, Schlickewei, van der Poorten, 
see [3 J ) that the equation (22) has only finitely many solutions for 
which no subsum is zero. So if we discard finitely many points in 
F,(T(R)) n G,(P,), then we are reduced to studying those points arising 
from “zero subsum” solutions to (22). 
Suppose now that (X,, X2, X,) is a solution to (22) with a zero subsum. 
Since the Xls are non-zero, it follows that one of the following holds: 
x,= 1, x2= 1, x,+x,=0. 
In terms of u and a, these translate into 
u2= -1, u*=-1 3 u* = -u2, (23) 
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Hence there are no solutions if J-1 4 K. Finally, if J-1 E K, then we see 
that the remaining points in F,(Y(R)) n G,(P,) lie on the image, under 
F,, of the six lines in Y defined by the equations (23). Hence they are not 
Zariski dense in da. This completes the proof of Theorem 5.2. 
Proof of Theorem 0.4. Let 
Rf = {u E R*: u - 1 (mod aR)}. 
Since R* is assumed to be infinite, it is clear that R: is also infinite. (It is 
the kernel of a homomorphism R* --f (R/uR)* having finite image.) 
By assumption (ii), there are units uO, u0 E R* satisfying 
u;+u;+1=0 (mod aR). 
Looking at the definition of F,, we see that F, (uO, uo, wo) has coordinates 
in R. (Here w. = l/uouo.) And, more generally, 
f’a(uou, uou, wow) E A(R) 
Thus if we let 
for all u, u E R: , w = l/uu. 
then 
Fo(W9,) ~JC(R). 
On the other hand, from Theorem 5.2 we see that 
F,(~(R),)nG,(S)cI;,(~(R))nG,(S) 
is not Zariski dense in Jll,. Since F,(Y(R),) clearly is Zariski dense in &, 
it follows that 
And so in particular, 
J’a(y(R),) e G,(S). 
J’&(R) g G,(S). 
PART II: NUMBER OF POINTS IN &JZ[i]) 
In this second part we give a precise estimate for the number of Gaussian 
integer solutions to the Markoff equation having height less than a given 
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bound. For this purpose it is convenient to change slightly our definition 
of the size of a point. So for Part II we make the revised definition 
llpll = Ilk Y, z)ll = max{ I4 IA I4 1 for all P= (x, y, z)EC3. 
6. REPRESENTATIVES FOR POINTS IN ~Y~(z[i]) 
All of the generating automorphisms for G, described in Section 1 are of 
finite order. We now define two important automorphisms having infinite 
order: 
$1 = n321 041: (x, y, z)++ (y, z, ayz-x), 
$2 = 7t23 04~: (x, y, z)f+ (x, z, axz- v). 
We let 
Finally, we let 
We know from Theorem 0.1 that every point in d&(Z[ i] ) has the form 
~$0, t, it) for some c( E G, and some t E Z[i]. The following theorem picks 
out unique representatives for a and t for each point, 
THEOREM 6.1. Let 
a E Z[i] satisfy \aJ 3 4. 
Then the natural map 
rx Wil\O) + JUZCil) 
(15 t) t+ ~(0, 4 it) 
(24) 
is a bijection. 
We begin with a result which tells us when two of the coordinates of a 
point have the same magnitude. 
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PROPOSITION 6.2. Let a be us in (24). Let P= (x, y, z)~.kJZ[i]) be 
normalized so that 
I4 d IA G I4 (25) 
Then one of the following three conditions is true. 
(i) x=y*+z*=O. 
(ii) x2 + y* = 0 and z = axy. 
(iii) 1x1 < lyl < ]zl. 
Proof If x = 0 we are done. Assume x # 0. Then 1x1 2 1, so (ax1 2 4 and 
we can apply Lemma 2.3(a), (b). This gives (y( < lzl; and either 
I4 < IA 
4 
or lw-4 ‘j-& 
But 4/lal d 1, so Jaxy - z( < 4/lal implies that axy - z = 0. Hence either 
I.4 < IA < I4 or axy = z, 
so either (ii) or (iii) is true. 
In view of Proposition 6.2, we can break the points in A$(Z[i]) up into 
three pieces according to the conditions (i), (ii), (iii). We begin with the 
points satisfying (iii), for which we set the notation 
AL= (P= (4 34 z)EK(ZCil): 1x1 < 1.~1 < lzl}. 
PROPOSITION 6.3. Let a satisfy (24), and let PEA!;. Then there exists a 
unique tip E !P satisfying the following two conditions: 
(i) $-‘PEA%!~ for all $E !P such that I+G~E@!P. (Le., if 
tip = tii, tii, . . ’ tii,,, then $ is allowed to range over the elements $ = tii, . . . tii, 
with O<j<n.) 
(ii) Ic/;‘$p’$A’~ and +;‘IC/;lP$&b. 
Further, there exists a unique t,E Z[i]\O and a unique ore {e, o12} such 
that 
(iii) P= ~p~2ti1~p(0, fp, itpI. 
Proof We start by showing that there is a unique tjp E Y satisfying (i) 
and (ii). The idea is that the condition (i) forces us to move down the 
“Markoff tree” defined by $, and ti2, and eventually (ii) will be true when 
we arrive near the bottom of the tree. We argue by induction on JIP((. 
Suppose first that tj ;‘P $ .Nb and +;’ P 4 4:. Then it is clear that the 
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only element of Y satisfying (i) and (ii) is It/p = e. Next suppose that one 
of 
$;‘P=(uxJJ-z,x,y) or &‘P= (x, ax?,-& y) 
is in JZL. It is clear that they cannot both be in Mb. For convenience, let 
us suppose that Q = $; I P E <MI:. From Lemma 2.3(a) (which we can apply 
since la.ul >4), we find 
IlQll = IW;‘PII = IA < 14 = IIPII. 
By the induction hypothesis there is a unique I/I~E Y satisfying (i) and (ii) 
for Q. Then $p=$I+Q satisfies (i) and (ii) for P, which proves the 
existence of Gp. 
Next we show uniqueness. Suppose that I/I’~E Y also satisfies (i) and (ii). 
If I& has the form $2~i2t,Gij ... , then from (i) we would have $;‘PE.A%‘:, 
contrary to assumption. Hence $ b must have the form $ r tji, $ ij . . . . But 
then $;‘$>E Y, and it satisfies (i) and (ii) for the point Q = $;‘P. By the 
uniqueness of $a (induction hypothesis), we find that 
‘K’4G=‘h,=$,1’h so $‘p=‘hp. 
This proves uniqueness, and so completes the proof that (i) and (ii) deter- 
mine a unique element of Y. 
Since *; ’ P E AL, we can write 
$,‘P= (u, v, M’) with \u( < 1111 < /w(. 
On the other hand, since 
11/2’~p’P=(U,auu--n’,v)4~: 
and 
we must have IuJ = (cluv-ww(. Also u#O, since otherwise Iv\ = IwI. Hence 
1 6 Iu( = lauv - WI < 101. 
Applying Proposition 6.2 to the point (1.4, uuv - w, II), we conclude that we 
are in case (ii) of Proposition 6.2: 
0 = u(uuu - w), 
Using this, we find that 
l+b;‘l+b,‘$,‘P= (0, u, am-w). 
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Now any point on A$ with x= 0 has the form (0, f t, it). So we have 
proved that there is a tp E Z[i]\O such that 
lQl+b,‘l&?P= (0, +_tp, itp). 
Further, since tip is uniquely determined by P from (a), we see that 
tp= -i.(z-coordinate of $;'$;'$;'P) 
is also uniquely determined by P. Finally, looking at the ratio of the 
y-coordinate to the z-coordinate, we see that BYE {e, o12} is uniquely 
determined by the condition 
~~*;~lc/;~*p~P=(O, tp, itp). 
This proves (iii). 
Using Proposition 6.3, we can make a good start on proving 
Theorem 6. I. 
COROLLARY 6.4. The map 
Yx {e, o12} x (Z[i]\O) -5 A!: 
(9, 0, 1) - bW2~14l t, it) 
is a bijection. 
Prooj First we note that the points 
tiIt+bI(O, t, it) = (t, ait2, a2it3 - it) 
and 
*2*, a,2(0, t, it) = (-t, -ait2, a2it3 - it) 
are in 4: for all t E Z[i]\O. Next, if P = (x, y, z) E Ai, then 
$1P= (y, z, avz-x) and *2P= (x, z, axz- y) 
are in Ah by Lemma 2.3(c). This shows that the image of F lies in Mb, so 
F is well-defined. 
On the other hand, Proposition 6.3 gives a well-defined map 
JZh -5 Y x {e, CT,,} x (Z[i]\O) 
p - (1clPY OP> tp). 
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Using Proposition 6.3(iii) gives 
FOG(P) = IclptizIcI~~p(O, t,, itp) = P. 
Next let 
and consider 
GoJ’(II/, 0, t) = ($p, gp, tp). 
Note that I+!I then satisfies conditions (i) and (ii) of Proposition 6.3 for 
the point P. (The point is that if 3 E Y satisfies I/I E $Y, then 
$-‘P=F($p’+, ) r~, t is in AL.) The uniqueness in Proposition 6.3 gives 
J/‘tiP. 
Then we can cancel $tiz\l/ I from both sides of 
1c/P$Z\cll~P(O? t,, itP)=IC1$2$14 t, it) 
to obtain 
o,(O, t,, itp) = o(0; t, it). 
Since each of d and op is either e or oIz, we see on comparing z-coor- 
dinates that tp = t; and then on comparing y-coordinates that c~ = op. We 
have thus proven that 
Therefore Fo G and G 0 F are both identity maps, so F is a bijection. 
Corollary 6.4 gives an explicit system of representatives for the points in 
A’:. Further, any point (x, y, z) in AJZ[i]) with 1x1, ly(, and (zl distinct 
is given by applying a unique permutation to a point in A?&. So it remains 
to deal with the points where two of the absolute values are the same. 
LEMMA 6.5. Let 
AZ= {(x, y, z)e~S!~(Z[i]): 1x1, (~1, IzI are not distinct). 
Assume a satisfies (24). Then there is a bijection 
I e3 71123y n132 ) x {e, $1> x {e, o12) x (ZCil\O) --t A:’ 
(7~ ICI, 0, t) I--, qW0, t, it). 
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Proof: It is easy to check that the image of F lies in A’:. Now let 
PEA’:. From Proposition 6.2 exactly two of the coordinates have the 
same absolute value, so there is a unique rcpe {e, niZ3, rrr3z} such that 
712 = (4 y, z) with 1x1 d 1.~1 d 1~1. 
From Proposition 6.2 there are two cases to consider, namely x = 0 and 
z = axy. 
First suppose that x = 0. Then 
71pP = (0, f t,, itp) for some 2, E Z[i]\O. 
Further, t, is uniquely determined by the z-coordinate of npP. Finally, 
there is a ups {e, o,z} so that 
(Tp7cpP = (0, tp, it,); 
and again (TV is determined by P from the y-coordinate of n,P. This proves 
that the map 
t eT =123, *I32 > x {e, a12) x (ZCil\O)-, ((4 y, z)~~@~(zCil): w=O) 
(72, 0, t) H 7m(O, t, it) 
is a bijection. 
Finally, suppose that n,P satisfies z=axy (so 1x1 = 1~1.) Then 
$;17cpP=(axy-z,x,y)=(0,x, y). 
Then just as above there is a uniquely determined tpc Z[i]\O and a 
uniquely determined ok E {e, g23} so that 
cTl,l&‘n,P= (0, tp, itp). 
Since CJ~~$;’ = $;‘ai2, we have shown in this case that there is a unique 
triple 
(nb-9 UP, t) E (e? X123, xl32 > x {e, cl,> x (ZCil\O) 
such that 
P= npap*,(O, tp, itp) = P. 
This gives the other points in .A!:, and completes the proof of Lemma 6.5. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let P= (x, y, z)~k’~(Z[i]). If (xl, 1~1, and Izl 
are distinct, then using Corollary 6.4 we see that there is a unique 
quadruple 
(a, $, (T, t)EY; x !Yx (e, CJ,~> x (Z[i]\O) such that P=xljlt,$,~+G,a(O, t, it). 
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Similarly, if 1x1, 1~1, and IzJ are not distinct, then Lemma 6.5 shows that 
there is a unique quadruple 
(71, $? g, r)E Iev 71l23? 71132 > x (e, 11/, 1x {e, ~~2) x (ZCil\O) 
such that P = qGa(O, t, it). 
Looking at the definition of the set r, these two properties say exactly that 
the map 
is a bijection. 
l-x WC~l\O) -+ =JeAzc~l) 
(Y, t) t--b Y(O, f, it) 
7. COUNTING ~(0, t, it) FOR FIXED y 
In this section we will estimate the number of points in A$‘~( Z[i] ) having 
the form ~(0, t, it) for a fixed y E r and varying t E Z[i]. We begin by defin- 
ing a new action of the group G,, this time on points in C3. To distinguish 
this new action from the action on A%‘~,, we will use a tilde. In terms of the 
generators of G,, the action is defined by 
~?(a, b, c) = (a, b, c) for all 0 EC; 
it(a, b, c) = permutation of the coordinates described by 71 E 9” ; 
ib, b, cl = (b + c, b, c), $&(a, b, c) = (a, a + c, c), 
i3(4 b, c) = (a, b, a + b). 
In particular, the two automorphisms 11/i and e2 give the maps 
$,(a, b, c) = (b, c, b + c) and $,(a, b, c) = (a, c, a + c). 
If we start with the point (0, 1, 1) and apply elements given by products 
of $, and q2, then we will obtain what is known as the Euclid tree. (See 
[2, ST].) This tree consists of triples of integers (a, b, c) with c = a + b; and 
a given integer c > 2 appears as the largest entry of exactly 4(c)/2 points in 
the tree. (4 is Euler’s totient function. See [S].) So applying the elements 
in r to (0, 1, l), we obtain the Euclid tree with all possible permutations 
of the coordinates. Checking separately the two points (0, 1, 1) and (1, 1, 2) 
which have two identical entries, this proves that for any integer N, 
# {(u,b,c)~~{(O, 1, l)}:c=N}=3&N). (26) 
xu35.1.7 
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PROPOSITION 7.1. Let y E r. There exist polynomials X,, Y,, 2, E 
TZ [i, T] with the following properties: 
(a) y(0, t, it)= (a-‘X,(at), a-‘Y,(at), a-‘Z,(at))for all t&2 
(b) (deg X,, deg Y,, deg Z,) = y”(0, 1, 1). (For this formula, we define 
the degree of the zero polynomial to be zero.) 
(c) The leading coeficients of X,, Y,, and Z, are units in 2 [il. 
Proof: We begin by listing the first few polynomials and corresponding 
elements in the Euclid tree. 
x,=0, Ye = T, Z,=iT; P(0, 1, l)= (0, 1, 1); 
X,, = T, Y,,,, = iT, Z,, = iT2; &co, 1, 1) = (1, 4 2); 
X e2ti, = T, Yti2ti, = iT2, ZtiL2*, = iT3-iiT; $,$,(O, 1, 1)=(1,2,3). 
By inspection, (a), (b), and (c) are true for y equal to any one of e, 11/, or 
#2~,. Looking at the definition of I-, and using the obvious fact that (a), 
(b), and (c) are invariant under the action of permutations in Y;, we see 
that it s&ices to prove 
if (a), (b), (c) are true for y E Y, then they are true for I,$, y 
and for tj2y. 
We will verify e2y, and leave the similar argument for 9, y to the reader. 
First we compute 
tizy(O, t, it)= tjQ2(a-‘X,(at), a-‘Y?(at), a-‘Z,(at)) 
= (a-‘X,(at), a-l Z,(at), a-‘X,(at) Z&at) - a-l Y,(at)). 
Hence setting 
shows that (a) is true for ~5~7. 
Next we note that 
$2’Y^(0, 1, 1) = $,(deg x,, deg Y,, deg 2,) 
= (deg X, , deg Z, , deg X, + deg Z,,). 
So if we can show that 
deg(X,Z, - Y,) = deg X, + deg Z,, 
(27) 
(281 
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then (b) for $*y will follow from (b) for y; and the same is true for (c) since 
(27) and (28) imply that the leading coefficient of ZtiLz.,, is the product of the 
leading coefficients of X, and Z,. 
But from properties of the Euclid tree we know that the coordinates of 
jj(O, 1, 1) are non-decreasing and the third coordinate is the sum of the 
other two. Hence from (b) for y we find 
1 <degX,<deg Y,<degZ, and deg Zi. = deg Y, + deg X,. (29 1 
It is clear that (29) implies (28). This completes the proof of Proposi- 
tion 7.1. 
It is natural to define the degree of y E r by 
deg y = max { deg X, (T), deg Y, ( T), deg Z, (T) >. 
With this definition, Proposition 7.1(b) and the counting formula (26) for 
the Euclid tree give the following useful counting formula for Z? 
# { y E r: deg y = N} = 64(N). (30) 
(The extra factor of 2 comes from the cl2 allowed in elements of I- which 
have no effect on triples in the Euclid tree.) 
We are now ready to prove the main result of this section. 
PROPOSITION 7.2. Fix y E r. Then 
# {tEZ[i]: jly(O, t,it)lj ~H}=~(~u~~)““~~~+O~~,(HI~‘~~~~~~). 
proof Proposition 7.1 (a) says that 
Ily(O, t, it)\1 =max{(a-‘X,(at)I, (a-‘Y,(af)l, l~~‘Z,(~~)l>, 
so the set we are trying to count has the form 
ire ZCil: max(lx,(at)l, I Y,(at)l, lz,(at)l) G I4 H}. (31) 
Since the growth for q will be the same as the growth for y for any 
permutation n E L&, we may assume that 
deg y = deg Z,(T). 
From Proposition 7.1(b) we see that 
deg Z, = deg X, + deg Y, > max (deg X,., deg Y, } (32) 
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(strict inequality) unless one of X, or Y, is 0. For now we assume (32) is 
true. 
Using Proposition 7.1(c), we see that 
Z&T) = ua deg yTdegy + lower order terms for some u= + 1, fi. (33) 
Now an elementary counting result (Lemma 7.3, proven below) shows that 
(33) and (32) imply that the set (31) has the order of growth described in 
the statement of Proposition 7.2. 
Finally, if one of X, or Y, is 0, then ~(0, t, it) is some permutation and 
sign change of (0, t, it), so 
MO, 6 it)ll = Id. 
Now it is easy to estimate 
# (tEZ[i]:Ily(o,t,it)ll<H}=# (t~Z[i]:Itl~HH)=7CH2+O(H). 
Since in this case deg y = 1, this gives the correct main term and a better 
error term. This completes the proof of Proposition 7.2 subject to the 
verification of the following lemma. 
LEMMA 7.3. Let f, , . . . . fn E C[ T] be polynomials with deg f, > deg f. for 
all 2 <j < n. Write fi( T) = cTd + (lower order terms) with c # 0. Then 
The big-0 constant depends on the coefficients of the fj’s. 
Proof: Replacing eachfj by c-‘fi, it suffices to consider the case c= 1. 
Using the triangle inequality, there are constants A, B> 0, depending on 
thefi’s, so that 
ltld--Altld-l d Iyn I&(t)1 < ItId+ BItI”-’ for all t EC. (34) 
. . 
Suppose first that t EC satisfies max@(t)l <H. Then either ItI d H”2d, 
or else (34) implies that 
H>ltJd 1-A >(tl ( ,J- d(l-$). 
But this last inequality means that 
ltl d H ‘if 1 -~)-1’d=Hild+O(H1/2d~. 
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Therefore 
# {t E ZCil: yn Ifi@)l d ff) . . 
< # {teZ[i]: ItI <H1’d+ O(H’:2d)) 
= n(Hl’d+ O(H1’2d))2 + O(H1!d) 
= rcH21d+ O(H3’2d). 
This proves one inequality. The other is proven similarly, so we just 
briefly sketch. One checks using (34) that 
Then 
> # t~z[i]:BH 2’3d< it\ d (1 + ;e2,3d)“d} 
= 7cH21d+ O(H4’3d). 
8. COUNTING ~(0, t, it) FOR FIXED t 
In this section we will estimate the number of points in &JZ[i]) having 
the form ~(0, t, it) for a fixed t E Z[i] and varying y E r. As an immediate 
consequence we will deduce the bounds described in Theorem 0.3(b) for the 
number of points in AJZ[i]) with relatively prime coordinates. We begin 
by estimating the growth of /r(O, t, it)11 explicitly in terms of y and t. 
PROPOSITION 8.1. Let a satisfy (24) (as usual), and for any y E r, let F; 
be one of the polynomials X,(T), Y,(T), or Z,(T) described in Proposi- 
tion 7.1. ( We exclude the case F, (T) = 0.) Then 
2(4l~tl)“‘~‘~“~‘~ < IF,(at)l < ~(21atl)d”gf-~ for all tEZ[i]. (35) 
ProoJ: Every y in r has the form nJ/a for some n E ,4p3, $ E Y, and B E C. 
Since rc just permutes the coordinates, it suffices to prove Proposition 8.1 
for elements y = $0. But it is easy to check (cf. Lemma 1.1) that +a = o’\cI 
for some 6’ E 2. Thus X,, ( T) = +X,(T), and similarly for Y,, and Z,,. In 
conclusion, it suffices to prove Proposition 8.1 for ‘J E Y. In fact, looking 
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again at the definition of r, it suffices to give the proof for y = e, y = 1(/I, 
and to show that if it is true for y, then it is true for 1~9,y and for 1,9*y. 
We check the first couple cases by inspection. 
e(0, t, it) = (0, t, it), 2(;(at(p2 6 (at( G $(21atl). 
Icll(O, t, it) = (t, it, ait2), 2(ilutl),< /ait < f(21utl)2. 
Now assuming that (35) holds for some y #e, we must verify (35) for 
Il/iy and Ic12y. Multiplying (35) for Fy = X, and for F,, = 2, gives the 
estimate 
22(~(utl)(“2)degX,=,.~ pgut) Z,(ut)l < (2)’ (2lutp*~=? (36) 
Note that Proposition 7.1(b) implies that 
deg Zti17 = deg(X, Z, - Y,) = deg X, Z, (37) 
provided that YE ul, y#e. (Cf. (28).) 
Next we observe that the coordinates of (t, it, uit2) = t+bl(O, t, it) have 
non-decreasing absolute value, and y E Y is composed of a product of +,‘s 
and It/2’s. It follows from Lemma 2.3(c) (remember that Ial 24) and an 
easy induction that the coordinates of 
f+b2y(0, t, it) = (uplX,(at), a-‘Z,(ut), u-1Ze2y(ut)) 
also have non-decreasing absolute value, Thus we can apply Lemma 2.3(d) 
to this point, obtaining the estimate 
$q4 Z,(at)l 6 IZJ1&t)l d 2Lqut) Z,(ut)l. (38) 
Now using (38), (36), and (37) gives the upper bound 
IZ$2y(ut)l 52 2pcy(at) Z&at)1 < 2. (4)’ (2lutp-~~+y = $(2)ut))d=-q 
And in exactly the same way we obtain the lower bound 
lZ#&(ut)l 2 fpqut) Z,(ut)l > f .22. ($ztp)d-=~ 
=2(+zt() . (lP)deg Z$*Y 
This proves the desired estimate (35) for F,,, = Ztily. (It also holds for X,,, 
and Ytizy, since they are just X, and Z,.) We leave the similar proof for @r y 
to the reader. 
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COROLLARY 8.2. Fix t~Z[i]\0. Then.for all H>21al, 
# (~(0, 1, it) E =K(Z[il): y E f, MO, t, it)11 d H) M 
(1O~m4J~ 
(The $4 constants are absolute.) 
Proof: From Theorem 6.1, the ~(0, t, it)% are distinct for distinct y E r, 
so it suffices to count 
# {y E r: lly(0, t, it)ll GH}. 
Using Proposition 7.1(a) and Proposition 8.1, we obtain the estimate 
2)aJ (+Jatl)“i2)degy 6 lly(0, t, it)Il < +IaI (2IatJ )degy. 
These inequalities imply the set inclusions 
E {Y E r: by(O, t, it)11 < H} 
log(W2lal) 
log(lP) la4 . 
Now Corollary 8.2 follows from these inclusions, (30), and the elementary 
estimate 
#{yEI?degy,<N}= c 6B(n)=$N2+O(NlogN). 
HCN 
Using Corollary 8.2, it is a simple matter to prove the estimate in 
Theorem 0.3(b) for the “primitive” points in Jt$(Z[i]). 
Proof of Theorem 0.3(b). We let M’(H) denote the set 
M’(H)= (P=(x, y,z)~Jl((Z[i]): lIPI\ <H,gcd(x, y, z)= l’,. 
So the ideal of any point P E M’ satisfies Z(P) = ( 1). (Recall that the ideal 
of a point is the ideal generated by its coordinates.) On the other hand, 
from Theorem 6.1 we can write 
P = y(0, t, it) for some y E,r, t E Z [i]\O. 
Lemma 5.1 says that I((y(0, t, it)) = Z(0, t, it) = (t). So we conclude that 
P=y(O, t,it)EM’(H)otEZ[i]* and llpll d H. 
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Hence 
M’(H) = tEfkf pi) (~(0, t, it)~4(ZCil): YET, MO, 6 itIll <HI. 
(The union is disjoint from Theorem 6.1, but we actually don’t need this 
fact.) Now Theorem 0.3(b) follows immediately from Corollary 8.2, since 
each of the four sets in this union has on the order of (log H)’ elements. 
9. COUNTING POINTS IN &$(Z[i])\C 
In this section we will combine our estimates from Sections 7 and 8 to 
complete the proof of Theorem 0.3(a), which we restate here for the 
convenience of the reader. 
THEOREM 0.3(a). Let a E Z [ i] with Jai 2 4. Let C c J&, be a proper, 
Zariski closed subset of the affine surface .&. Then there exist integers 
A, D > 1 such that 
# (k Y, z)~&dZCil)\C: II(x> Y>~z)II <HI 
= A s ([a( H)‘ID + O,(H 2/w+ 1) + ~3120) as H+oo. 
ProoJ: Using the identification provided by Theorem 6.1, we need to 
estimate the number of ordered pairs in the set 
{(Y, t) E TX WCil\O): ~(0, t, it) 4 C, IW, t, it)ll GH}. (39) 
We split this set into several pieces. 
First, for each y E r, consider the curve 
C, = (~(0, 1, it): t 6 C} c J&(C). 
Some of the C,‘s may be contained in the set C, but certainly only finitely 
many. Let 
D=min{deg y: C, q? C}. 
Notice that for any C, not contained in C, the intersection C, n C is a 
finite set; so for such a y, 
J&(Z[i])\Cx (y(0, t, it): t E Z[i]}\(finite set). 
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We next break the set (39) into pieces according to the degree of y. Thus 
# ((Y, t) E z-x (ZCil\O): y(O, t, it) $ c, lly(0, t, it)11 6 fq 
= 2 c # {t E ZCil\O: Y(0, t, it) $ c, lly(O, t, itIll <H}. 
d>D YET 
degy=d 
For any particular d we can estimate 
1 # {t E ZCil\O: Y(O, t, it) 4 c, IlY(0, 4 it)11 d H} 
YCJ- 
degy=d 
= 
c # {t E Z[il\O: lly(0, t, it)11 6 H} + O( 1) 
YEI- 
deg;‘=d,C, $ c 
(the 0( 1) is from points in C, n C) 
= # {yEEdegy=d,C, $ C}. (Ial Hpd + O(fP2q) + O( 1) 
(using Proposition 7.2). 
By assumption, there is at least one y of degree D with C, q! C. We let 
A= # {yEr:degy=D,C,, $ C}al. 
Then we obtain the estimate 
c # {t~ZCil\O:y(O, t, it)$C, Ily(O,t, it)11 GH} 
YEJ- 
D<degy<3D 
= A + (Ial H)‘ID + O(H W’) + o(HW’+ 1)). (40) 
(The last “big-O” comes from the finitely many terms with D + 1 < d 6 30.) 
It remains to show that the points ~(0, t, it) with deg y >, 30 also con- 
tribute to the error term. For this we count in the other direction, thinking 
of a finite sum over t and estimating the number of y’s. Thus 
1 # {tEZ[il\O:y(O, t, it)BC, Ily(O,t, it)ll <If} 
Yer 
degy>3D 
d # {(y, t) E f x (Z[il\O): deg y > 30, lly(0, t, it)ll 6 H}. (41) 
From Proposition 8.1 we see that if deg y > 30, then 
Ily(O, t, it)11 >2(;1atl)3D”. 
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Hence in the right-hand side of (41), we need only consider points (y, t) 
satisfying 
So the right-hand side of (41) is 
4 1 
,eZ[i] 
(‘~~g~~~~ )’ (from Corollary 8.2) 
1 < IfI < (2/Ial)(ff/2)2/3~ 
= O(H 4’3D log* H). 
Hence (41) only contributes to the error term when added onto (40), 
thereby completing the proof of Theorem 0.3(a). 
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